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chapter nineteen

LEGISLATION AS A TRAGEDY:
IN CONTENTS: COLON IS MISSING AND 'PLATO'S' IS MISSING, CHANGE HERE?

ON PLATO’S LAWS VII, 817B–D

Susan Sauvé Meyer

During a discussion of tragedy and comedy in Book VII of Plato’s Laws,
the Athenian envisages an emissary of tragic poets who inquire whether
they will be admitted into the city for whom he and his two interlocu-
tors are devising legislation (L. VII, a–). In his famous reply, the
Athenian appropriates the title of tragedian for himself and his two co-
legislators:

O excellent strangers, we are ourselves to the best of our ability composers
of the finest and best tragedy. For our entire constitution (politeia) has
been fashioned as an imitation (mimesis) of the finest and best life—which
in our view at any rate is the truest tragedy. We are poets working in the
same genre as yourselves, rival artists with you in the contest for the finest
drama, which true law alone is capable of bringing to perfection. Such at
any rate is our hope. So don’t expect that we shall so readily allow you a
stage, give you a public forum to bring in fine-voiced actors to drown us
out, and set you loose to harangue our women, children and population
at large on the very practices that we ourselves discuss, but on which your
claims are different, indeed usually contradictory, to our own.

We and any city would be mad if we allowed you to do this without the
officials first determining whether your compositions are auspicious and
fit to be presented in public. Therefore, O scions of the gentle muses, you
must display your songs alongside ours for the officials to compare. If yours
turn out to contain the same or a better message than our own, we shall
grant you a chorus, but otherwise my friends, we cannot.1

(L. VII, b–d)

1 “�Ω �ριστ	ι” 
�ναι, “τ�ν ��νων, �με�ς �σμ�ν τραγ�ωδ�ας α�τ	� π	ιητα� κατ! δ"-
ναμιν #τι καλλ�στης %μα κα� &ρ�στης· π'σα 	(ν �μ�ν � π	λιτε�α συν�στηκε μ�μησις τ	*
καλλ�στ	υ κα� &ρ�στ	υ +�	υ, , δ. 
αμεν �με�ς γε /ντως ε0ναι τραγ�ωδ�αν τ1ν &λη2εσ-
τ�την. π	ιητα� μ�ν 	(ν 3με�ς, π	ιητα� δ� κα� �με�ς �σμ�ν τ�ν α�τ�ν, 3μ�ν &ντ�τε4ν	� τε
κα� &νταγωνιστα� τ	* καλλ�στ	υ δρ�ματ	ς, , δ1 ν5μ	ς &λη21ς μ5ν	ς &π	τελε�ν π�-

υκεν,6ς � παρ’ �μ�ν �στιν �λπ�ς· μ1 δ1 δ5�ητε �μ'ς 78αδ�ως γε 	9τως 3μ'ς π	τε παρ’
�μ�ν ��σειν σκην�ς τε π.�αντας κατ’&γ	ρ!ν κα� καλλι
:ν	υς 3π	κριτ!ς ε;σαγαγ	-
μ�ν	υς, με�<	ν 
2εγγ	μ�ν	υς �μ�ν, �πιτρ�ψειν 3μ�ν δημηγ	ρε�ν πρ>ς πα�δ�ς τε κα�
γυνα�κας κα� τ>ν π�ντα /4λ	ν, τ�ν α�τ�ν λ�γ	ντας �πιτηδευμ�των π�ρι μ1 τ! α�τ!
%περ �με�ς, &λλ’ 6ς τ> π	λ? κα� �ναντ�α τ! πλε�στα. σ4εδ>ν γ�ρ τ	ι κ@ν μαιν	�με2α
τελ�ως �με�ς τε κα� %πασα � π5λις, �τισ	*ν 3μ�ν �πιτρ�π	ι δρ'ν τ! ν*ν λεγ5μενα, πρ�ν
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When the hypothetical tragedians pose their query, the issue of wheth-
er tragic poets will be allowed to practice freely in the city is not an open
question. In keeping with the general theme of Laws VII that the music
anddance allowed into the city ofMagnesiamust be strictly controlled (L.
VII, e–e; cf. II, c–bff.; IV, b–d) the Athenian
has only just finished elaborating the criteria that must be met by the
tragic performances to be permitted in the city (L. VII, d–d).
The point of introducing the hypothetical tragedians is therefore not to
answer their question but to emphasize the Athenian’s affirmation that
the legislators are rival tragedians to the poets.

This striking claim, more often quoted than analyzed, has struck some
readers as the key to understanding Plato’s philosophical writings.2 Fol-
lowing Friedlander, many take the passage to affirm that Plato’s dialogues
supplant the compositions of the tragic poets as the ‘truest tragedies’,3 or
that the ‘philosophical life’ is superior to that of the typical tragic hero.4
However, the text of our passage makes it clear that it is not the philoso-
pher but the legislator who lays claim to the title tragedian. It is neither
Plato’s dialogues nor the philosophical life that is here classified as tragic
(the latter is not a subject of the discussion in the Laws in any case), but
rather the body of legislation being devised for the city of Magnesia.5
We would do well, therefore, to interpret the famous affirmation in the
light of the theory and practice of legislation that constitutes the project
of the Laws, with special attention to the norms governing education
(paideia) outlined in Book VII, in whose context the Athenian makes
this remark.

κρ�ναι τ!ς &ρ4!ς εAτε 7ητ! κα� �πιτ.δεια πεπ	ι.κατε λ�γειν ε;ς τ> μ�σ	ν εAτε μ.. ν*ν
	(ν, B πα�δες μαλακ�νΜ	υσ�ν Dκγ	ν	ι, �πιδε��αντες τ	�ς �ρ4	υσι πρ�τ	ν τ!ς 3με-
τ�ρας παρ! τ!ς �μετ�ρας �Eδ�ς, @ν μ�ν τ! α�τ� γε F κα� +ελτ�ω τ! παρ’ 3μ�ν
α�νηται
λεγ5μενα, δ:σ	μεν 3μ�ν 4	ρ5ν, ε; δ� μ., B 
�λ	ι, 	�κ �ν π	τε δυνα�με2α.”

2 Kuhn (–) argues that Plato’s own philosophy is continuous with the
tragic tradition. Goldschmit (),  expounds Plato’s views on tragedy as a key to
illuminating the central inspiration of Platonism. Gadamer (),  takes the passage
to be Plato’s indication that his own writings ‘are in jest’ and not to be taken seriously.

3 Friedlander (), Vol. , –; Cameron (); Benardete (), –.
4 Halliwell (),  and (), –, followed by Janaway (), .
5 In this I agree with Mouze (), – and (), – and with Jouët-

Pastré (), , n.. My interpretation is largely complementary to those of these two
scholars; however, I disagree with Mouze on some points of detail (for example, her claim
that the politeia is like a tragedy insofar as it incorporatesnecessity and spectacle—Mouze
(), , –) and I point to the relevance of issues in the theory of legislation and
paideia not mentioned in either account.
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It is important to appreciate that that in calling his legislation a tragedy,
the Athenian is making a metaphor.The point is easy to miss because the
terms ‘tragedy’ and ‘tragic’ have acquired in the present day a primary
evaluative meaning; to call something a tragedy is to classify it as a
great loss, horrifyingly bad, perhaps also inescapable, and so forth—as
in the notion of a tragic death or a tragic turn of events. In the th
century bce, by contrast, ‘tragedy’ (tragoidia) even in its extended senses,
makes reference to a genre of theatre.The relevant features picked out by
calling something a tragedy vary considerably from context to context.
For example, one may liken a piece of discourse to a tragedy on the
grounds of its elevated style, as when Socrates teasesMeno for preferring
a ‘tragic’ (read: ‘theatrical’) account of vision (Men. e). Alternatively,
it may be a text’s pretension to seriousness, or the sensational nature
of the tale it tells that invite the label ‘tragic’.6 Nowhere among Plato’s
contemporaries is it obviously used in the modern sense of calamitous
or lamentable. Halliwell has argued that it is in fact Plato who originates
the use of ‘tragedy’ and its cognates in something like themodern sense.7
Without taking a stand on this broader claim, my aim in this paper
is to establish that this is not how Plato uses the term in our passage.
The Athenian is not saying that the legislation he is devising is ‘tragic’
in the sense that it is, for example, unfortunately necessary given the
human condition.8 He is saying rather that in constructing a politeia
(constitution) for the Magnesians, he is practicing in the same genre
as the tragic poets. In order to understand the import of this remark,
therefore, we must appreciate the nature and social significance of the
genre as Plato knows it.

Tragedy is one of two forms of theatrical drama prevalent in Plato’s
Athens, the other being comedy. It develops into its characteristic form
in Athens in the fifth century bce and continues to have a high public
profile and great prestige in the fourth century. Unlike theatre or cinema
today, tragedy in Plato’s Athens was neither mere entertainment nor an
elite art form. Tragedies were performed as part of grand public religious
festivals in Athens—themost important of which was the City Dionysia,

6 Demosthenes ., ., . –; Wilson (), –,  n.; Hal-
liwell (), –,  n..

7 Halliwell (), –; he interprets Phlb. b–, Crat. b–d and Phd.
a– as using ‘tragic’ in themodern sense, but does not take the Athenian’s invokation
of ‘tragedy’ at Laws VII, b– in this way.

8 As suggested by Laks (), ; (), –.
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which attracted visitors from around the Greek-speaking world.9 At this
annual multi-day festival public officials made sacrifices and offerings on
behalf of the city, tribute from subject states was on ostentatious dis-
play, and the sons of Athenians fallen in battle were presented to the
public—all before an assembled audience of Athenian citizens and hon-
oured guests ranged around the theatre according to their civic affilia-
tions (sections for each deme) and social importance (more influential
personages to the front) and comprising a very large proportion of the
citizenry at large. Later days of the festival were devoted dawn to dusk
to the performances of tragedies, comedies, and dithyrambs.10 The plays
were staged not merely as performances but as competitions between
rival playwrights, with the winners chosen by judges selected from the
audience.

The competitive context of tragic performance is clearly reflected
in our passage from the Laws, where the Athenian portrays the three
legislators for Magnesia and the tragic poets as ‘rival artists . . . in the
contest for the finest drama’ (L. VII, b–). Indeed, as Morrow has
pointed out, the requirement to ‘display your own songs alongside ours’
for comparison by city officials (d–) replicates the procedure by
which tragedies were in fact selected for performance at the festivals.11

A further feature of Classical tragedy that is significant to Plato’s
project in the Laws is its choral nature. The staging of a traditional
Greek tragedy is in large part a matter of choral performance—ensemble
song and dance performed in closely choreographed movements by the
twelve (later fifteen) member chorus. The chorus is the dominant agent
in tragic drama, and it is from these singers, called tragoidoi (literally
goat-singers), that tragedy gets its name.12 The centrality of the chorus
in tragedy explains why the Athenian refers to the compositions of the
tragic poets as ‘songs’ (L. VII, d).The competition between tragedies
at the Dionysian festivals was conceived of as a contest between different
choruses. Indeed, to finance and stage a tragedy is, in the standard phrase,

9 On the City (or ‘great’) Dionysia, see Pickard-Cambridge () and () and
Goldhill ().

10 Dithyrambs (of which very few texts remain) were performed by large (fifty-
member) choruses—with each Athenian deme entering one chorus into the competition
(Pickard-Cambridge (), –).

11 Morrow (), .
12 The significance of the goat is disputed, but it is speculated that the genre out of

which Athenian tragedy developed was performed by a chorus dressed in goat skins or
that a goat was the prize for the winning chorus. See Pickard-Cambridge (); Vernant
and Vidal-Naquet (), and Winkler (b).
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to ‘equip a chorus’.Thus the Athenian articulates the issue of whether the
tragic poets will be permitted to mount their plays as whether ‘we will
grant you a chorus’ (L. VII, d).

It is as a species of choral performance in a ritual context that tragedy
requires strict state supervision, according to the legislative principles
articulated by the Athenian in Laws. The legislator’s primary goal, he
insists in Book I, is to inculcate virtue (aretê) in the citizens (L. I,
c–, b–d). This involves cultivating (paideuein) the citizens’
feelings of pleasure and pain so as to accord with (sumphônein) wisdom
(L. II, a–c). The primary vehicle by which this effect is to be
achieved, according to the Athenian, is participation by citizens in choral
performance at festivals to the gods (L. II, c–a). He develops
this account of paideia (education) at length in Book II and returns to
the subject in book VII. Choral performance, he claims, trains the souls
of the citizens to delight in and approve of the actions and character
of a good person (L. II, d–a; b–c). Incorporating both
song and dance, it straddles the two traditional divisions of paideia. As
dance, it is a species of physical training (gymnasia). Indeed, it is in the
context of a discussion of gymnasia in general (L. VII, a–e) and
dance in particular (d–e) that the Athenian lays claim to the
title ‘tragedian’. As song, choral performance falls into the category of
mousikê (music or poetry).Our natural affinity to the rhythmandmelody
that adorn poetic compositions make it an especially effective medium
for driving home a message (L. II, d–a; e–c)—hence
the importance, in the Athenian’s eyes, of censoring the content of that
message.

When he returns to the topic of choral performance in Book VII
(e–b) it is by stressing its context in religious ritual that he
underscores the need to censor its content:

Athenian: Suppose that after a sacrifice and burnt offering have been
made in a lawful manner some private person standing next to the
altar and the offerings—a son or a brother for example—should break
out in a stream of blasphemy. Wouldn’t his utterance fill the father and
other relatives with dread and evil foreboding?

Clinias: How could it not?
Athenian: Well in our part of the world this is what happens in practi-

cally every city: An official performs a public sacrifice and right away
a chorus comes up—not only one but a whole crowd of them—and
standing not far from the altar, or sometimes even right next to it,
they fill the offering with utter blasphemy, plucking at the souls of the
listeners with language and rhythm and bewitching melodies. The
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chorus that is most effective at moving to tears the audience that has
just performed the sacrifice is the one that wins the prize.13

(L. VII, b–d)

The Athenian is clearly referring to the performance of tragedies and
dithyrambs14 at theDionysian festivals. Indeed, he is singling out for crit-
icism the feature of such performances canonized by Aristotle as the sig-
nature effect of tragedy: moving the audience to tears.15 In denouncing
this attitude as blasphemous (for reasons that we will explore later), the
Athenian here repudiates the very feature of tragedy reflected in themod-
ern conception of the tragic as lamentable and calamitous. Therefore,
when he likens his legislation to a tragedy later on in Book VII (again
in the context of the need to censor choral performance) it is unlikely
that he is intending to classify it as ‘tragic’ in this sense.

In any case, the Athenian is quite explicit in our passage about his rea-
son for calling the joint legislative undertaking a tragedy: the constitution
(politeia) they are constructing is ‘an imitation of the finest and best life’,
which in his opinion makes it the ‘truest tragedy’ (L. VII, b–). The
salient feature of tragedy on this view is neither its plot structure nor the
attitudes expressed in its most famous exemplars but its subject matter: a
depiction of the best life. This criterion of the tragic reflects the standard
demarcation at the time between comedy and tragedy: within the broader
genus of choral drama, tragedy is the genre that depicts good and worthy

13 2υσ�ας γεν	μ�νης κα� Gερ�ν καυ2�ντων κατ! ν5μ	ν, εA τ�: τις, 
αμ�ν, ;δ�8α παρα-
στ!ς τ	�ς +ωμ	�ς τε κα� Gερ	�ς, 3>ς F κα� &δελ
5ς, +λασ
ημ	� π'σαν +λασ
ημ�αν,
Hρ’ 	�κ, @ν 
α�μεν, &2υμ�αν κα� κακ1ν /τταν κα� μαντε�αν πατρ� κα� τ	�ς �λλ	ις @ν
	;κε�	ις 
2�γγ	ιτ	 �ντι2ε�ς;

{ΚΛ.} Τ� μ.ν;
{ΑΘ.} NΕν τ	�νυν τ	�ς παρ’ �μ�ν τ5π	ις τ	*τ’ �στ�ν τα�ς π5λεσι γιγν5μεν	ν 6ς Dπ	ς

ε;πε�ν σ4εδ>ν Pλ�γ	υπ�σαις· δημ	σ�8α γ�ρ τινα2υσ�αν #ταν&ρ4. τις 2"σQη, μετ! τα*τα
4	ρ>ς 	�4 εRς &λλ! πλS2	ς 4	ρ�ν Tκει, κα� στ�ντες 	� π5ρρω τ�ν +ωμ�ν &λλ! παρ’
α�τ	?ς �ν�	τε, π'σαν +λασ
ημ�αν τ�ν Gερ�ν κατα4�	υσιν, 7.μασ� τε κα� 7υ2μ	�ς
κα� γ	ωδεστ�ταις Uρμ	ν�αις συντε�ν	ντες τ!ς τ�ν &κρ	ωμ�νων ψυ4�ς, κα� ,ς @ν
δακρ*σαι μ�λιστα τ1ν 2"σασαν παρα-4ρSμα π	ι.σQη π5λιν, 	Vτ	ς τ! νικητ.ρια 
�ρει.

14 Accompanied by the flute, dithyrambs had the reputation of being highly emotional
(Pickard-Cambridge (), –). Aristotle speculates that tragedy developed out of the
earlier genre of dithyramb (Poet. a–). The genre itself underwent considerable
variation and innovation starting in the late fifth century, including the increasing use
of the ‘mixed’ musical styles so deplored by Plato (Rep. III, a–e; L. II, c–e).
His antipathy to the flute and to the ‘lamenting’ modes (Rep. III e–, d–e) also
seem to be directed against dithyramb (Pickard-Cambridge (), –).

15 Aristotle, Poetics a–, b–a. Plato too notes the role of pity and fear
in tragedy (Phdr. c).
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people, while comedy represents low life. Thus epic shares with tragedy
the feature of representing good and noble types—hence Socrates’ clas-
sification of Homer as a tragedian in Republic X on the grounds that he
depicts heroes (Rep. X, c), and the Athenian’s distinction between
comic and tragic dance on the grounds that the former imitates themove-
ments of ‘inferior’ people (L. VII, e; cf. d–).16

That the dramas of the tragic poets are imitations is a familiar doctrine
in Plato’s Republic. As Socrates famously points out in Book III, narrative
literature describes people’s characters and deeds from a third person
perspective, while the first-person voice of dramatic literature makes the
recitation of such literature an imitation (mimesis) of those characters
and deeds (Rep. III, d–b). The Athenian in Laws agrees. Choral
performances, he pronounces in Book II and reaffirms in book VII, are
‘imitations of characters in all kinds of actions and circumstances’ (L. II,
d–; cf. VII, d–).17

The notion of a politeia as an imitation is also one that Plato has
developed at length in another context. In the Statesman, the Eleatic
Stranger proclaims that the only genuine politeia (here used in the sense
of ‘constitution’) is ruled by expertise; all other varieties are imitations
of this one (Stsm. c–e; c–).18 Constitutions in which the
rulers are subject to the laws are better imitations of the true one, while
those in which the rulers are free to disregard the laws imitate it ‘for
the worse’ (Stsm. e–, b–a). Here Republic X’s notion of
imitation as falling short of reality is at play (Rep. X, e–c). The
worst imitations of the true politeia are so far from the original that
their officials are in fact better characterized as pretenders and imposters
(Stsm. b–c, b–c).

The reason why the law-governed politeia is only an imitation of the
true politeia and not itself the best, the Eleatic Stranger explains, is that
political knowledge (like most forms of practical expertise) cannot be
perfectly captured in general principles (Stsm. a–c). Although
the expert ruler, and hence the genuine politeia, will use laws as a mat-
ter of practical necessity (general rules being the most efficient way of

16 Cf. Aristotle Poet. a–, –, a–. Thus Plato’s contemporary
Isocrates uses the verb ‘tragoidein’ for the memorialization of the deeds of great men
(Antidosis ., Euagoras .; Wilson ().  n.).

17 Aristotle follows Plato in taking imitation of action to be the feature that distin-
guishes drama per se from epic and other literary forms (Poet. a–).

18 I have found no other commentator who notes the relevance of these texts in
Statesman for the interpretation of the famous claim in Laws b–d.
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communicating guidance or commands to the citizenry—Stsm. d–
b), rigid adherence to such rules will not invariably yield expert
results. An expert ruler would be able to recognize cases where the gen-
eral principles do not apply, and make exception to the laws accordingly
(Stsm. b–a, c–d). Making exceptions to the rules with-
out expertise, however, is a mark of great folly (Stsm. d–e) and the
signature of the pretender and imposter. Thus adherence to the rule of
law is a safety measure to be adopted by cities where political expertise is
lacking.

On these points the Athenian in the Laws is in complete agreement
with the Eleatic Stranger. Although political expertise cannot be fully
captured by general principles (L. IX, c–d), the rule of law must be
adhered to scrupulously in polities where such expertise is lacking (L. IX,
b–; e–d). Like the Eleatic Stranger in the Statesman, the
Athenian uses the vocabulary of imitation to make this point in Book IV
of the Laws. The best run cities, he says, are imitations (mimêmata) of
the mythical city ruled by divine wisdom (L. IV, a–b), and it is by
adhering to the rule of law that we imitate the life lived in that city (L. IV,
e–a).19

Of course, we imitate it better to the extent that our laws are better—
hence theAthenian’s claim in our passage that ‘true law alone is capable of
bringing to completion (apotelein)’ (L. VII, b) the imitative project
of the politeia.20 The best laws are those that the expert rulers themselves
would devise (Stsm. c–). However, the very condition that man-
dates the rule of law is the absence of such expertise:

But as things are, when it is not the case—as we say—that a king does
comes to be in cities as a king-bee is born in a hive, one individual
immediately superior in body and in mind, it becomes necessary—as it

19 By contrast, Mouze construes the imperfection inherent in the Magnesian politeia’s
imitative status as based on its ‘second best’ status in relation to the Republic (Mouze
(), –).While it is no doubt in comparisonwith theRepublic that the legislation
for Magnesia is said to be second best at Laws V, a–e and VII, b–c the
Athenian does not use the vocabulary of imitation in these contexts to describe the latter’s
shortcomings, and it is specifically the laws concerning private property and the family
that he singles out as falling short of the ideal. At L. IX, d–, by contrast, it is the rule
of law that renders the Magnesian politeia “second best” in relation to the ideal (rule by
expertise). This is the relevant imperfection invoked in the Statesman, and I submit that
it is the one relevant to the imitative status of the Magnesian politeia in the Laws.

20 The verb (apo)telein is regularly used by Plato to characterize imitation (e.g. Stsm.
c, L. II, b–). By contrast, see Mouze (), – and (), , where the
coercive aspect of law is invoked to explain how law ‘brings to completion’ the drama of
the politeia.
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seems—for people to come together and write things down, chasing after
the traces of the truest constitution.21

(Stsm. d–e; trans by Rowe )

Legislation in the real world must be devised without the benefit of an
easily identifiable political expert whose credentials are as self-evident
as those of the queen bee in the hive. And this is exactly the position
in which the three legislators in the Laws find themselves. They are
‘chasing after the traces of the truest constitution’ in the sense that they
are seeking to formulate the best legislation they can, while at the same
time admitting that they fall short of the expertise of the true statesman.
Their legislation is at best provisional, a sketch to be filled in, elaborated,
and corrected by subsequent generations of legislators (L. VI, b–
e).22 The three founding legislators are imitating to the best of their
ability (kata dunamin—L. VII, b) the expert legislator’s composition,
and the qualificationwithwhich they end their boast—‘or such at any rate
is our hope’ (L. VII, b–c)—registers an appropriate modesty in the
face of the enormity of the task.

The constellation of views we have just examined in Statesman and
Laws imply that theMagnesian politeia is an imitation of the best politeia,
and that its legislators are attempting to imitate the legislative activity
of the expert statesman. One might object that neither of these notions
amounts, strictly speaking, to the Athenian’s claim that the politeia itself
is ‘an imitation of the best life’ (L. VII, b–). After all, it is the law
abiding citizens, not the politeia, who are said to imitate the best life at
Laws IV, e. To be sure, the statutory legislative project embarked
upon by the three legislators comprises a fairly detailed script for the lives
of the Magnesians. Every milestone of life (birth, upbringing, marriage,
death) is the subject of legislation, as are the activities (meals, bedtimes,
pastimes) that articulate the round of the day and the military exercises
and religious festivals that structure the round of the year—right down
to the content, rhythms and melodies of the songs and dances to be
performed at these festivals. In this respect, the body of legislation is
like the script of a theatrical drama. Nonetheless, one might object, the
legislation is not a script in the same sense as the text of a tragedy is.

21 Ν*ν δ� γε Xπ5τε 	�κ Dστι γιγν5μεν	ς, 6ς δ. 
αμεν, �ν τα�ς π5λεσι +ασιλε?ς
	R	ς �ν σμ.νεσιν �μ
"εται, τ5 τε σ�μα ε�2?ς κα� τ1ν ψυ41ν δια
�ρων εRς, δε� δ1
συνελ25ντας συγγρ�μματα γρ�
ειν, 6ς D	ικεν, μετα2�	ντας τ! τSς &λη2εστ�της
π	λιτε�ας A4νη.

22 On the prospects and criteria for successful legislation in the Laws, see Meyer
().
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While the laws tell a citizen what actions he must perform, they do not
constitute the text of his performance.23 A choral performer who recited
the text of legislation would be imitating not the life of a citizen but the
activity of legislation.

Wemight articulate this objection by invoking the criterion ofmimesis
invoked in Republic III, according to which imitative texts are written in
the first person (Rep. III, d–c). Legislation, by contrast, issues
its directives in the third person (‘Let no citizen . . . ’ ‘Any citizen who
. . . is to . . . ’). It is significant to note, however, that the ‘first person’
criterion ofmimesis is not invoked in the Laws. The extended discussion
of imitation in Book II treats it as an attempt not at impersonation (for
which the first person voice is necessary) but at accurate representation.
The Athenian makes it clear that it is the representational aspirations
of a work, not its form or diction, that make it imitative.24 In a passage
echoed by his later claims about mimesis in our passage in Laws VII, he
claims that ‘an imitation is correct . . . if it completely captures (apoteloito)
the proportions and qualities of its model.’ (L. II, b–; cf. L. VII,
b).25 The model in question in the case of tragedy, the Athenian
affirms, is the best life. It is therefore as attempts to delimit the best life
that the tragedies of the poets count, in theAthenian’s view, as ‘imitations
of the best life’. Indeed, they could hardly count as dramatizations of
the best life, given the amount of disaster and misfortune in the typical
tragic plot. (As Ruth Padel observes: ‘tragedy specializes in things gone
wrong.’)26 The view of the best life presented in these plays it is not
enacted by the actors, but expressed by the characters and chorus as
they react to the fortunes of the protagonists. In Halliwell’s memorable
phrase, theatrical tragedy affirms certain values ‘in what it mourns and
what it grieves.’27 The depiction the good life expressed in tragic theatre
is therefore no more ‘imitative’ than that expressed in the legislation for
Magnesia.

Here it is useful to keep in mind that both legislation as conceived
of by the Athenian and the dramas written by the tragic poets involve a

23 Thus Taylor’s translation of ‘mimesis’ at b as ‘dramatization’ (endorsed by
Patterson (), ) is misleading. The Athenian is not claiming that the politeia of
Magnesia is a dramatization of the best life.

24 Onmimesis in Laws II, see Ferrari .
25 μιμ.σεως γ!ρ Yν, Zς 
αμεν, Pρ25της, ε; τ> μιμη2�ν #σ	ν τε κα� 	R	ν Yν &π	τε-

λ	�τ	.
26 Padel (), .
27 Halliwell (), .
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significant amount of commentary on action. Indeed, this is largely the
function of the chorus in Greek tragedy; much of the ‘activity’ of the
drama is the chorus’ reaction to and commentary on the actions and
fortunes of the protagonists. Legislation too, as the Athenian wishes to
reform it, contains commentary on right andwrong.TheAthenian insists
in Book VI that proper legislation must contain persuasive preambles
to recommend the actions being commanded (L. VI, e–e), a
point he reiterates in Book VII (d–a). The prelude to a properly
formulated statute will therefore be not unlike a chorus’s commentary on
the actions of a tragic protagonist.

The contest between the tragedies of the poets and those of the leg-
islators is to be decided, in the Athenian’s view, according to how well
each achieves the imitative aspirations of the genre. Only if the tragedies
of the poets give the same (or a better) account of the good life as the
politeia of Magnesia will they be permitted to be performed in that city
(L. VII, d–; cf. IX, c–a). Plato’s reader here is no doubt
intended to be reminded of the similar boast made by the Athenian a
little earlier in Book VII. After the Athenian notes the educational per-
ils inherent in the traditional practice of memorizing and reciting large
amounts of poetry without vetting the content (L. VII, e–b),
Cleinias asks him to provide a paradigm by which the officials of Magne-
sia can evaluate the poetry on offer (L. VII, b–c).28 He replies, with
some self-consciousness and embarrassment, that the very dialogue in
which the three of them are engaged constitutes such a paradigm:

Looking back over the discussion with which we have occupied ourselves
since dawn, which seems to me to be not without divine inspiration, it
struck me in its entirety as very much like a kind of poetry. It is no
wonder that a feeling of great pleasure came over me as I contemplated
our discussion as a whole, for of all the discourses (logoi) I have listened to
and learned from, whether in poetry or in the plain speech I’m now using,
this one struck me as evidently the most respectable and suitable for the
young to hear. So I cannot give a better paradigm than this to the guardian
of the laws in charge of education.29 (L. VII c–d)

28 The question is given an alternative introduction at L. VII, b–c under the
heading of ‘teaching not set to music’ (mathêmata alura b–).

29 ν*ν γ!ρ &π	+λ�ψας πρ>ς τ	?ς λ5γ	υς 	[ς �� \ω μ�4ρι δε*ρ	 δ1 διεληλ"2αμεν
�με�ς—6ς μ�ν �μ	� 
αιν5με2α, 	�κ �νευ τιν>ς �πιπν	�ας 2ε�ν—Dδ	�αν δ’ 	(ν μ	ι
παντ�πασι π	ι.σει τιν� πρ	σ	μ	�ως ε;ρSσ2αι. κα� μ	ι Aσως 	�δ�ν 2αυμαστ>ν π�-
2	ς �πSλ2ε, λ5γ	υς 	;κε�	υς 	R	ν U2ρ5	υς �πι+λ�ψαντι μ�λα �σ2Sναι] τ�ν γ!ρ δ1
πλε�στων λ5γων 	[ς �ν π	ι.μασιν F 4"δην 	9τως ε;ρημ�ν	υς μεμ�2ηκα κα� &κ.κ	α,
π�ντων μ	ι μετρι:τατ	� γε ε0ναι κατε
�νησαν κα� πρ	σ.κ	ντες τ! μ�λιστα &κ	"ειν
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In contrast with his later claim that the Magnesian politeia sets the
standard to be met by poetic compositions (L. VII, d–) the Athe-
nian here attributes paradigm status to the larger discourse in which
that legislation is embedded (in fact, to the dialogue that Plato is writ-
ing!). This difference notwithstanding, the two claims are closely related.
After all, the politeia identified as a paradigm at Laws VII, d– is
explicitly constructed as an application of the principles articulated in the
non-legislative parts of the dialogue. The dialogue as a whole is a proper
paradigm for the evaluation of literary content for the same reason that its
legislative content is a successful ‘imitation’ of the best life. As he puts the
point later in Book IX, the legislator’s advice on how to live is the standard
by which the tragedian’s advice is to be evaluated (L. IX, c–a).

The Athenian’s point here at Laws VII, –d is not that the dia-
logue Laws (unadorned with the beauties of rhythm, meter, diction and
melody) should be read to the young,30 but rather that its message or
content (the logoi it contains—L. VII, d) is what they should hear
in the works of the poets. Its doctrines are the ones that the teachers of
the youngmust understand and approve (L. VII, e–a), and only
those pieces of literature whose content agrees with them shall make it
onto the approved curriculum (L. VII, d–e).

The proposal at LawsVII, c– that the dialogue Laws is a poetic
composition, divinely inspired in the manner of the poets, is clearly
ironic.31 Even setting aside its unwieldy length and obviously unfinished
organization (which make it among the least ‘poetic’ of Plato’s works)
the Laws is avowedly lacking the order and adornment characteristic
of music: rhythm, diction, and melody. The Athenian aptly classifies its
diction as ‘plain speech’ (L. VII, e)—that is, ‘written down in the
manner of ordinary speech unadorned by rhythm and melody’ (L. VII,
b–). Plato is keenly aware of the aesthetic power of rhythm and
melody. Indeed it is on this basis that he identifies choral performance
by citizens as the premier vehicle of paideia (L. II, c–a, c–
b). It is because of the enormous power of the aesthetic component
of literature—the ability of rhythm and melody to deliver a message
effectively and imprint it in our souls (L. II, a–a, a–)—that

ν�	ις. τ�� δ1 ν	μ	
"λακ� τε κα� παιδευτQS παρ�δειγμα 	�κ @ν D4	ιμι, 6ς 	0μαι, τ	"τ	υ
+�λτι	ν 
ρ�<ειν.

30 By contrast, Laks (),  interprets it as inviting schoolmasters to read parts of
the Laws to their students.

31 On the alleged divine inspiration of the poets, see also L. IV, c–d, Ion c–
a, Men. c–d, Phdr. a–, b–c.
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theAthenian insists on controlling themessage that it delivers.Thus even
if the teachings contained in the dialogue Laws are what the Magnesian
citizens must learn and incorporate into their souls, this educational goal
will not be achieved without the vehicles of rhythm and melody, and no
one is more aware of this than Plato.

Similarly ironic, or at any rate deliberately provocative, is the Athe-
nian’s boast in our text in Book VII that the politeia articulated in the
Laws is an instance of ‘the truest tragedy’ (L. VII, b). The politeia
of Magnesia will function no better than the dialogue Laws as a text for
choral performance, and the Athenian (or at any rate Plato) can hardly
have intended his boast to be interpreted in this way. Indeed, that Plato
finds it necessary for the Athenian to explain the sense in which he takes
his legislation to be a tragedy suggests that there is no obvious interpre-
tation of his boast on which his intended audience would be expected to
understand it. The interpretation he offers is, in fact, explicitly marked as
unorthodox:

Our entire constitution (politeia) has been fashioned as an imitation (mi-
mesis) of the finest and best life—which in our view at any rate (ge) is the
truest tragedy32 (L. VII, b–)

The restrictive ‘ge’ at b marks this conception of the tragic as one his
audience would not find obvious.

We are now in a position to appreciate just how controversial this con-
ception of tragedy would be for Plato’s readers. The sole criterion for the
tragic that the Athenian invokes, ‘imitation of the best life’, deliberately
strips away the ‘aesthetic’ elements of tragic composition—the beauty of
language, meter, and melody that contribute the lion’s share of its aes-
thetic power and audience appeal and are the basis on which other kinds
of discourse might be classified as ‘tragic’.33 As we have seen, he even
strips away tragedy’s ‘dramatic’ character, and pares it down simply to
its core message—an account of the best life.34 On such a conception of
the tragic, any ethical treatise would count as a tragedy!

Why then does Plato have the Athenian lay claim to the title ‘trage-
dian’ on behalf of the legislator? His introduction of the hypothetical
tragedians as ‘our so-called serious poets’ (L. VII, a–) provides the

32 π'σα 	(ν �μ�ν � π	λιτε�α συν�στηκε μ�μησις τ	* καλλ�στ	υ κα� &ρ�στ	υ +�	υ, ,
δ. 
αμεν �με�ς γε /ντως ε0ναι τραγ�ωδ�αν τ1ν &λη2εστ�την.

33 As atMen. e.
34 As Jouët-Pastré (),  andMouze (),  and (),  point out, we are

reminded here of a similar reduction of tragedy to a ‘discourse’ in Gorgias b–c.
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key. Tragedy in Plato’s time was generally viewed as the premiere genre
that pronounced on serious or weighty subjects (ta spoudaia)—a con-
ception preserved in Aristotle’s definition of the genre (Poet. b–
). The Athenian himself makes it clear that he interprets the tragedies
of the poets as discourses on the best life. So too did many of Plato’s
contemporaries. Tragedies—especially those of the revered fifth-century
playwrights—were widely respected as sources of wisdom, with status
and authority comparable to that of scripture in the Judeo-Christian tra-
dition. Fourth-century orators regularly quoted from famous tragedi-
ans,35 and canonical copies of the works of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and
Euripides were deposited in the polis archive.36 In this social setting, to
appropriate the title tragedian is to lay claim to the status of respected
authority on ‘serious’ matters.37

The question of what is truly ‘serious’ (spoudaion), and the distinction
between being serious (spoudazein) and playing or jesting (paizein) is
a major theme of the Athenian’s in the Laws.38 Most people draw the
distinction incorrectly, he insists in BookVII. He shocks his interlocutors
by stating that ‘human affairs are not worth taking very seriously’ (L. VII,
b). It is rather the divine we must take seriously:

Wemust be serious about (spoudazein) things that are serious (spoudaion),
but not about things that are not. While god is by nature worthy of a
good person’s entire serious attention (spoude), a human being (as we said
earlier) is fashioned as a kind of plaything (paignion) of god—and this is in
fact the best thing about him.39 (L. VII, c–; cf. Rep. X, b–c)

In calling a human being the ‘plaything’ (paignion) of the gods, the
Athenian underlines humanity’s insignificance in the face of the divine;
he also explicitly refers back to his famous metaphor in Book I, where
he proposes that human beings are puppets (thaumata) of the gods (L.
I, d–) and explains the puppet metaphor by describing the two
different kinds of ‘strings’ that move us. On the one hand, there is the
pull of pleasure and pain and our expectation of these (L. I, c–

35 Wilson (), ,  n..
36 Plutarch,Vit. Orat. ff.; Pickard-Cambridge (),  n., Wilson (), ,

 n., n..
37 This has been noted also by Patterson (), ; Rowe (),  and developed

at length by Jouet-Pastré (), –.
38 For a discussion of the motif throughout the Laws, see Jouët-Pastré ().
39 Φημ� 4ρSναι τ>μ�νσπ	υδα�	νσπ	υδ�<ειν, τ>δ�μ1σπ	υδα�	νμ.,
"σει δ� ε0ναι

2ε>ν μ�ν π�σης μακαρ�	υ σπ	υδSς ��ι	ν, �ν2ρωπ	ν δ�, #περ εAπ	μεν Dμπρ	σ2εν,
2ε	* τι πα�γνι	ν ε0ναι μεμη4ανημ�ν	ν, κα� /ντως τ	*τ	 α�τ	* τ> +�λτιστ	ν γεγ	ν�ναι]
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d); this is the ‘iron string’ in our nature (a). On the other hand,
there is the ‘golden’ pull of divine reason as expressed in law (d–
), which we must follow always (a–b). This explains why ‘true
law’ alone is able to ‘bring to perfection’ (apotelein) the human drama
(L. VII, b); insofar as we conduct our lives according to the reason
embodied in nomos, we are following the divine element in our nature. In
accord with our status as playthings of the gods, the Athenian continues
here in Book VII, human beings should ‘spend their lives playing at
the best possible pastimes’ (L. VII, c–). In contrast with the usual
assumption that pastimes or play (paidia) are what we engage in when
we have leisure from the serious business of life, the Athenian insists that
appropriate leisure activities are in fact themost serious pursuits of all (L.
VII, c–b). With a play on words exploiting the similarity between
play (paidia) and education (paideia) (L. VII, d–), he explains that
the correct way to live is to spend one’s life in the activities of paideia:

A person must spend his life engaging in a certain kind of play (paizonta
tinas paidias): sacrificing and singing and dancing, so as to be able to
win the favour of the gods, ward off enemies, and win battles. The sort
of songs and dances he should perform in order to do this have already
been sketched.40 (L. VII, e–)

As the excursus on the specialized function (ergon) of the citizens makes
clear, the leisure from work enjoyed by the citizens of Magnesia is to be
devoted to the cultivation of virtue (L. VII, d–c; cf. VIII, d–
). Virtually every day of the calendar is to be occupied with themilitary
exercises and religious festivals at which the citizens will engage in choral
performance (L. VIII, a–c, b–e). To live out one’s life as a
‘puppet of the gods’ (L. II, d–) on this view, is therefore to devote
one’s life to the choral performances that constitute paideia (VII, e–
).

Such choral performance is the most serious business of life because
paideia, as the Athenian has explained at length, is the process whereby
the ‘iron strings’ of pleasure and pain are molded to follow that of reason
(L. II, a–b, d–), which is the divine aspect in ourselves (L.
IV, e–a). In devoting our lives to the cultivation of the divine
element in ourselves, we ‘take seriously’ the only element in ourselves

40 πα�<	ντ� �στιν δια+ιωτ�	ν τιν!ςδ1παιδι�ς,2"	ντακα� 8�δ	ντακα� Pρ4	"μεν	ν,
Zστε τ	?ς μ�ν 2ε	?ς _λεως α3τ�� παρασκευ�<ειν δυνατ>ν ε0ναι, τ	?ς δ’ �42ρ	?ς
&μ"νεσ2αι κα� νικ'ν μα45μεν	ν] Xπ	�α δ� 8�δων �ν τις κα� Pρ4	"μεν	ς &μ
5τερα
τα*τα πρ�ττ	ι, τ> μ�ν τ�ν τ"πων εAρηται κα� κα2�περ Xδ	� τ�τμηνται κα2’ `ς ;τ�	ν.
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that is worth taking seriously and thus become like the gods, insofar as
we are able (L. VII, d; cf. IV, c–d).

This conception of what is truly serious is reflected in the lesson that
the legislator is supposed to teach the citizens about the relative priority
between what the Athenian calls ‘divine goods’ and ‘human goods’ (L. I,
b–d). The divine goods are the virtues of character, all of which are
informed by wisdom.The human goods are health, strength, wealth and
the like. These ‘depend on’ the divine goods (L. I, b–) in the sense
that it is only as informed by the virtues of character that the human
goods are good; thus it is only wealth ‘accompanied by phronesis’ (L.
I, c) that counts as a human good. The divine goods are the most
important ones, and a person who secures them will be happy (L. II,
e–d) and thus have no grounds for lamentation.

This lesson from the legislator is quite the opposite to themessage con-
veyed by the tragedies of the poets in Plato’s day.Theweeping and lamen-
tation evoked by the tragedies of the poets respond to misfortunes in the
human goods—as in the reversal of fortune or downfall that is typical of
the tragic plot. Thus the tragic choruses of the poets encourage citizens
to take the human goods seriously in their own right—as Socrates com-
plains in Republic X, b–c. This is the ‘blasphemy’ inherent in the
tragic choruses maligned by the Athenian at Laws VII, c–d, and it
is the basis of the Athenian’s subsequent claim that the poets promulgate
doctrines contrary to those of the Magnesian legislators (L. VII, c–
).TheAthenian’s goal in laying claim to the title tragedian is to repudiate
thismessage, while at the same time displacing themoral authority of the
poets who deliver it.41 If tragedy is the genre that pronounces on serious
subjects, then the truest tragedy is the composition whose pronounce-
ments on these subjects are most correct. In Plato’s view, the true trage-
dian is not the poet who encourages the human propensity to lament our
misfortunes, but the legislator who teaches us that the only misfortune
that can befall a person is to fail to achieve virtue.42

41 I follow Janaway (),  in using the term ‘displacement’.
42 I would like to thank Pierre Destrée and Charles Kahn for helpful suggestions and

comments.


